Ask Catherine

November 29, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Shadow Work
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
Question:

Hi Catherine:

Love the Solari Report and all you do for us.

My question is about the Texas Bullion Depository. We recently relocated to the Austin area and we’re wondering if this would be a safe place to store gold and silver.

Thank you 🙏
Michael

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
I live in a suburb of Chicago. The main bank here is JP Morgan Chase. I have been using Chase for most of my life.
I am taking to heart your commentary/analysis that we should move our money out of such a bank.

The problem is that I do not know what specific information I need to look at in choosing a new bank.

Can you please offer some guidance on this matter?
SS

CAF Notes & Links:
https://home.solari.com/how-to-find-a-local-bank/

Question:
Can you point me into the right direction as to where (specifically and reliably) I can purchase gold and silver coins in small and affordable denominations?

SS
CAF Notes & Links:

Who I Use in USA

Local Pawn Shop
Treasure Island/North Dakota
Fosters Coin Shop/ Berkely
Volunteer Precious Metals in TN
https://volunteerpreciousmetals.com/

Question:
Hi Catherine,

I have been noticing something odd about this inflation we are going through. I notice that the price of certain goods went up at Wal-mart, but at other stores it stayed the same. Also, as someone who is married to a Colombian national, I always used the dollar to Colombian peso ratio to figure out if the dollar is strengthening or weakening and the dollar compared to the Colombian peso actually went from 3,400 COL to 1 USD to 4,000 COL to 1 USD. Third, I also notice that on Amazon the price of products went up.

So, in summary my question is, are we facing a natural inflation or is this a manipulated inflation? How come certain businesses, like the usual evil doers like Amazon and Walmart show inflationary prices, but other supermarkets and businesses, prices have not changed and how can the dollar be strengthening compared to other currencies, but yet we are somehow in an inflationary period?

Thank you in advance for your response.

Best regards,
D C

CAF Notes & Links:

Likely - Success at consolidating market share during pandemic
**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

Finding you and Solari this summer has truly been a godsend. Thank you for all that you and your team do.

I am in the process of coming clean and becoming more resilient. As a Millennial who recently paid off their student loan debt,

BRAVO

I don't have much in terms of real assets and would like to buy a home. At this time, I don't have enough saved to purchase a home outright, but I could make a sizable down payment.

I heard you talk about the importance of avoiding debt traps to be as resilient as possible, but I also heard others talk about how now is the time to take on a mortgage since inflation is here to stay. Could you help me reconcile these viewpoints in light of the Going Direct Reset?

Thank you for your time!
J. G.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Have you thought of buying land and build over time. Perhaps first a tiny home and then a larger home?

Mortgage ok IF you first listen to Marie McDonnell interviews at Solari

**Question:**
Do you think there is a window of opportunity on selling a home in CA for a profit? Should I sell a property in CA that I rent that covers cost and take the equity to pay off a current home In Oklahoma or should I wait to anticipate further increases in value?

TM
CAF Notes & Links:

I would close out now as 2022 could be particularly brutal. Financial system controls - not Greece.

Question:
Hello Catherine,

I hope this finds you well.
Notably, thank you for your presence and creating solari.
I’m truly honored and value everything you do..

Cryto trajectory
High-level with investment strategy / thinking and/or links areas on solari that dive into this specifically, reputable contacts, books etc that you recommend?
Thank you
D

CAF Notes & Links:

Don’t recommend investment strategy - then don’t do contacts

See best books for 2021 at 2020 annual wrap up, updated in January

James Montiers books - both Behavioral Investing and Value Investing. Remember a bit dated
Family Wealth by James Hughes

Listen to Building Real Wealth from Solari Audio Seminars
https://library.solari.com/the-complete-collection-audio-seminars/

Question:
Dear Catherine,

Thanks for all you have done and continue to do!
How are you enjoying the 4th season of Yellowstone so far? It’s a fabulous show. This new character “Caroline Warner” (the Market Equities board of directors chairperson) reminded me of you, or how you may have turned out if emperor Palpatine had successfully converted you to the dark side of the force.. 😊 (Thank God that didn’t happen!!)

:) I am loving it. Can not wait for pre-quell 1883 coming 12/19

This question has been on my mind for a while:

Given the success that big tech (big brother) have demonstrated in suppressing, diminishing, discrediting, defunding, de-platforming, etc. facts and opinions that contradict the “official” COVID narrative (and more recently climate change), I’m extremely concerned that its only a matter of time before those that oppose CBDC, digital ID’s, etc. will be subject to the same treatment, namely CENSORSHIP.

Is there any way, in your opinion, to get ahead of this curve? I know that last March the “Central Bank Digital Currency Study Act of 2021” was introduced to the House of Representatives. Is it not too early to start some sort of movement or campaign against this BEFORE those opposed to CBDC are censored and silenced?

I apologize if this question has been addressed in prior Solari Reports.

Thanks again, and all the best!

Sincerely,

T A. K

Stop Vaccine passports - state and federal. Refuse to use.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Good evening, Catherine.

I would first like to say how much I enjoyed your interview with James Delingpole.

My question is, would you be able to recommend a good US Stock Market research tool? In the UK I have one called ADVFN, and with it, I am able to research companies
in great detail, right down do the minutiae of their financials. But for some reason, US companies' data is limited as far as financials go.

Many thanks in advance, and keep up the stellar work you do.

Kind regards,

C C

CAF Notes & Links:

I use

Morningstar
Stock Charts
Rep Risk - for screen - global
Looking for new Charting tools
Rabus Chartology
Lynn Alden
Luke Gromen

Question:

Well this was some kind of a cold shower, me talking to my adviser about buying gold. I am in favor of real gold. But apparently and current, the prime is +5 % at the moment, so you pay 5% more than the gold value you get. It's a leftover from the corona bust where gold was difficult to come by. So maybe I can park it in EFT’s for a short time? Well, you have this ESG thing,

Premium. Try the pawn shop trick
Swiss account?

whereby only Blackrock (iShares) managed to get a passport to be traded here. Excuse me? It's a purely administrative rule that made other trackers stay away from the EU market, leaving the monopoly to those who lobbied with the EU croonies.
Well Help, the flight has already left or what?

Mining stocks - screen mining stocks.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Covid-19**

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

I had sent a question before before last Money & Markets, but I am not sure if it was received... I am responding to it so that the previous question shows below in the thread, in case it was missed. I also wanted to add another question if you don't mind. If any of my questions are not relevant or contributing to the Solari audience, I understand.

With Austria's announced vaccine mandate, with Greece (where I am now residing), Italy, Czech Republic and Germany expected to follow on those footsteps, do you think such a mandate will actually be implemented? If yes, how would they do it?

Greece fees
Cut off bank account
Cut off services
Take away children

It really brings to mind the movie V for Vendetta, and the story of Valerie, where the police is invading her apartment and picking her up to transfer to a concentration camp. In the movie, they are against the "different" ones (i.e. homosexuals), but the parallel is obvious. This is the link to that part of the movie, especially relevant after the 3:00 mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2W0-z8EnaM

My family and I are considering moving our base back to the states, as those few states seem to be the only relatively safe places for us "different". I do remember your advice of being nomadic, as I am sure nothing is set in concrete. I just hope that we can achieve a reversal in Europe, starting with Switzerland's referendum tomorrow.
Thank you for reading and good luck to all of us.

A

**CAF Notes & Links:**

EU will likely go to mandates faster than the good states in US, so for the short term. You are likely better off in the US. Switzerland despite the referendum will get a real fight on mandates and they are armed.

Short term you are better of in some of the states. Long term - global problem Africa appears least vaccinated so far.

**Question:**
I know the below sounds absolutely crazy/absurd, but Hal Turner usually does not report crazy stuff.

How can it be verified (or dispelled)?

Thank you.

VK


*Word is coming out of Slovenia that, if verified, will cause an unimaginable world reaction.*

*On Saturday 20 November, the Chief Nurse of the University Medical Center, Ljubljana Clinical Center, (pictured above, who deals with the administration of vaccine vials and manages everything, quit her job, went in front of TV cameras and took out vaccine bottles.*
She showed the gathered journalists the codes on the bottles, each with the final number 1, 2, or 3 in the code, and then explained the meaning of these numbers:

Number 1 is placebo, saline.

Number 2 is the classic mRNA "vaccine"

Number 3 is an RNA stick containing the ONC gene, related to adenovirus, which contributes, among other things, to the development of cancer.

For those who get jabbed from vial whose code ends in the number 3, she says people who received them will have soft tissue cancer within 2 years.

She said that she had personally witnessed the vaccinations of all politicians and tycoons and that they all received the preparation number 1.

The media has been told to absolutely bury this story and fierce efforts at containing this information are underway right now. More details if they become available.

CAF Notes & Links:

Have been trying to determine whether true or not. Fits with my reports and the Bad Batch coverage from Vaers - the toxic batches are coordinated between companies.

Question:
Frequencies, evil and Hz crowd control of the Vaxxed at the concert

A J -

Scott Turco
Hi L. I can explain some things RE: Travis S. Incident and other things.
1) The “music” event the played White Noise ahead of and during the event. The noise they played was at 313 Hz. And they made people ill. Then brought it up to 370 Hz. To cause Panic (fight reflex response) and fear (flight reflex response) causing crowd to surge in panic and fear. Key people were “roofied” by being jabbed with needles in the neck such as the event security staff. (Documented).
2) Black being in crowd: It was either a Shadow Person for real, or - it was an advanced projected hologram. Either is likely.
The Stuff in the Man’s throat and lungs was Grey Goo. Grey Goo is Nanobots self replicating. The man likely had a Prosthetic joint or limb. The Nano was eating the steel and titanium from the prosthesis and using it to create more nano. It can even do it to fillings in your teeth and iron in your blood, copper in your bile. Grey Goo is Nano Particles. Let’s hope they threw him into a foundry after he died as that would be the only way to stop grey goo.

13h

Scott Turco

I failed to mention the day after the Travis rap event Ezra Cohen Watnick stated it was a Satanic Ritual Killing/ 187.

L, Thank you for thinking of us disabled veterans and mentioning our plight at virtually every opportunity. That means a lot to me considering just about everyone I have worked with in the beginning of my Career in the Army is dead now. It’s a nice remembrance for me every time you bring it up.

CAF Notes & Links:

Important to understand this tech issue is pre injections and a critical part of the great poisoning.

Question:
I don’t think I’ve heard this come up before…. Any thoughts on the likelihood of a COVID vaccine requirement for recipients of (US) Social Security?
I see three possible scenarios:
A. No vaccine requirement to receive benefits, ever for anyone.
B. Existing recipients are grandfathered, with no requirement; all new recipients must be vaccinated.
C. All recipients, new or existing, must be vaccinated.
I don’t see this as too far beyond Biden’s decree for federal employees. As employment hoops get more difficult to jump through, I have been considering early retirement, and if there is a realistic chance that Scenario B could happen at some point in the future, it would make added sense to retire now. Thanks.
CAF Notes & Links:

C is coming - question when and how does it relate to the effort to break up the country. Clearly not legal. Abrogation of contract. It is a trust fund

PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION>

Feedback

Question:
Hi Catherine:

I heard you and Joseph Farrell discuss aluminum in one of the recent wrap-ups, I believe referencing both aluminum in vaccines and the dangers of using aluminum cookware.

I've been trying to determine what the safest kind of cookware is before buying a set. I was shocked to go through Macy's this weekend and see the vast majority of cookware sets to be aluminum; I grew up hearing the same warnings about aluminum cookware and Alzheimer's disease that you and Dr. Farrell referenced. Even the stainless steel sets have an aluminum core to help conduct heat. Even most cookie sheets and baking pans on store shelves right now are aluminum, at least where I shop.

I'm leaning toward buying ceramic cookware, but might do a stainless steel set (many of them have aluminum bases but then two layers of stainless steel around it).

I was wondering what conclusions you've come to and what kind you feel safe using for cooking.

Best,
W

CAF Notes & Links:

I Use stainless steel. Just bought some new one which I believe are 100% Have not looked into it deeply. Will see if Brigitte want to do a show on this one.
Question:
Hi Catherine:

Hope you had a Happy Thanksgiving.

I've been working on getting myself off a smartphone this year. I don't know if there is an equivalent to Consumer Cellular in the Netherlands, but if you ever make it back to America and still need to ditch your iPhone, I've had a very positive experience so far. It's just a simple $30 flip phone with talk and text (have fun texting though) for about $30 a month. I still plan on getting a landline at some point.

I still have a smartphone account with MetroPCS (now a part of T-Mobile) because it's $30 a month and I can't get a deal locked in at that price anymore; I keep it in case of future travel for things like ride shares in cities where I'm staying (Point of interest: you can actually order an Uber from your desktop or laptop computer). However, I'm tempted to just call for a cab wherever that's even possible anymore, if anywhere.

The smartphone stays in a drawer disassembled with the battery out and contacts, bookmarks, browsing history, and apps erased. My understanding is an iPhone battery cannot be removed (at least not without losing warranty or insurance coverage); that plus the cost of an iPhone made me stick to android phones.

Any chance you can share a link to the trucker maps that you use to get around the US? Or at least the name?

Best,
W

CAF Notes & Links:

Current Edition
Question:
Dear Catherine. I love your videos and reports.

My question is as I recall you reference a book I believe dealing with the Fall of Empires. To your recollection is there a book or movie written about this topic?

Thank you for all you do.

D
CAF Notes & Links:

Edge of the world
VIDEOS on why empires fail?

Question:
Hello Catherine, I know cryptography is a great way of fighting the surveillance state another way is to "Kung Fu" (my turn for using the enemy’s energy against itself) data and pollute the waters so much these centralized AI systems won’t have the ability to parse out individuals true “data self”. Some of the ideas I had

- Have others take DNA test on your behalf
- Let others borrow your mobile phone for few days
- Every hour or so make a random (non-blackmailable) internet search
- Switch debit/credit cards with friends make purchases and later settle with each other in cash
- Download app’s you have no intention of using
- Download/open and play new / podcast that are the complete opposite of what you like

I did some internet searching and of course others are thinking the same way in much more detail see the project below
Cookie Jar: Prototype phone case that allows you to swap metadata with others
  - https://alexmaree-ross.com/cookie-jar

My tech IQ is quite low but what if a meaningful portion of the population tried to pollute our bio-digital-financial-travel identities

Love your opinion I am doing this on a low level do you see this as something worth pursuing?

Thank you
C

CAF Notes & Links:

Great ideas
Bill Binney Encryption proposal

Question:
Hi Catherine,

First of all, thanks for the great job and your team are doing. I recently joined and I'm reading my way through some very interesting articles. Do you or the group have the topics in categories let's say:

"Information for people who recently joined"
"Guide for responsible investments"
"Responsible Diversification"

Also, I'm looking at the charts published but I'm not sure what is aim of those? For example one of the latest is about J&J, personally I wouldn't invest there simply because of my ethics.

Any help with this will be highly appreciated.
**CAF Notes & Links:**

See Core Concepts
"Guide for responsible investments"

See Wrap Up
Can ESG Turn the Red Button Green. It links to a prior one
Can We Screen for Productive Companies
"Responsible Diversification"

Review the last 4 Quarterly Equity Overviews after reading this [https://home.solari.com/rethinking-diversification/](https://home.solari.com/rethinking-diversification/)

Charts are a mapping tool to show what is happening with profits and price in the market tools. They are not designed to encourage investment in anything - simply to understand what is happening in the financial markets.

---

**Question:**
Catherine, I have shared your interview with Trueman with all who are open to hearing. You were quite inspired during this, and your synopsis of what we are dealing with and what we can do was extraordinary.

Blessings P W

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Thanks. Love Jorn Luka. Great interviewer.
……..you mentioned about a “weather comment”.

Hi Catherine:

We love what you do; you’re the best.

It was the Premier of Manitoba – Brian Pallister –

He stepped down on September 1, 2021…..hmmm I wonder why?

Thank you for confirming that his comment was truly strange and [likely] why he flipped to that thought (Squirrel!).

Thanks again for all you do.

CAF Notes & Links:

EXCELLENT - Did a correction in M &M
Good guy - decided to get out?

Question:
Hi Catherine,

I am buying my son his first laptop and was wondering what software you recommend.

Thanks!
Question:
Dear Catherine,

I am searching for a general practitioner since mine is thoroughly entranced towards the beast system. I have reached out to friends but they either don't know or are with one that have a patient stop.

Your phrase "there are worse things then dying" draws closer and closer to reality. I must admit to face this and integrating this posability into my daily life isn't easy. My daily prayers are still strong and I appreciate everything you do.

Regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Sent you a list of great practitioners in your country from an excellent source. CHD networks.

Question:
Hello! I was thinking today how I will never have another Pfizer medication if I can help it... I will insist that my doctor find something else -and I will tell him that I cannot have anything to do with Pfizer for moral reasons because they are mass murderers and a criminal cartel!
Then I thought... what if many people all over the world decided to boycott Pfizer drugs at their doctor's office or at the chemist with generics -wouldn't this be fantastic? Is it possible? What do you think? We have a moral obligation to not support evil -and that includes prescription medication.

cheers
W

CAF Notes & Links:

GREAT IDEA

Based on what we have seen from the bad batch, taking a drug from J&J. Moderna, Pfizer and AZ is suicidal.

Question:
I am a new member, and reading every article you are publishing. COMING CLEAN was mentioned as articles to read as to equity or real estate investments. I found the COMING CLEAN articles, but what are the titles of the 4 I should listen to?

Thank you very much for the help, and patience with new members

J OB

CAF Notes & Links:

Coming Clean - Building a Wonderful World

Question:
Hi Catherine,
I’ve known about Solari Report for a while now, as well as your prior dealings while at HUD. I’ve attached a PDF of something that’s been going on in my life for about 2 years, and unfortunately I haven’t had much luck with finding help from reputable law firms. Wondering if you might have some suggestions.

Sincerely,
Question:
1. Someone just mentioned Pfizer’s stock is not going up….why would that be?

2. More of a thought on my part, but could it be that the globalist’s actually got the US out of debt in exchange for this “incorporation” of the US? If so then it makes sense we are all their property and therefore they feel perfectly entitled to use their property as they wish. If that could be, imagine if people knew they’re being was sold and that is why you will not be able to own a home or do as you wish. Then, perhaps people would wake up that they are truly a purchased slave just as in history and want to fight back.

CAF Notes & Links:

I think money is being siphoned off in kickbacks.
Hi Catherine. Thank you for sharing your vast knowledge with your subscribers. I am grateful.

I would like to know your opinion if now is a good time to purchase a new vehicle. My Lexus is 6 years old and in good shape. My thinking is it might be smart to buy an asset that could last me till my final days since I'm 74 right now especially knowing that they may be coming after our money in the future. Your thoughts?

Blessings to all of Solari,

SH

CAF Notes & Links:

`Too much digital stuff in the ones. Get a superb condition old one with low mileage or rebuild your current one - new engine, etc.

Question:
Dear Catherine,

Thank you so much for your work- just divested from Chase completely last week- felt great!
I am interested in reading the Bible now, and would appreciate your recommendation of the best version. There are so many to choose from!

Kind Regards,
M D

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:
Hi Catherine,
I listened with great interest to your conversation with Joseph Farrell regarding who is Mr. Global. I was fascinated but surprised how the conversation went. I expected something along the lines of the central bankers are all working together to bypass the political structures around the world. Which I do think is happening. But you and Farrell went in a completely different direction and talked about a much larger picture of inter-planetary intrigue. So I have a few questions from that conversation.
If the earth is a REIT, paying out a dividend what is the currency? What exactly is being paid? I know you do not know to whom it is being paid. What exactly is being 'harvested'?
Could you please address a little what you and Farrell mean by an open economy. I think you mean that the money we make (globally) is not able to be accounted for and so it must be getting spent somewhere else? possibly off the planet?
It still is not clear how these thoughts affect me living my life. Us lowly humans trying to survive the tyranny. How does the tyranny that we are experiencing on this planet benefit the controllers who ever they really are? It seems to me that if you have enough technology and money to have entire underground bases you have an awful lot of power already. How does that fit in with CBDC? The vaccine passports? It seems like they would have bigger fish to fry. Do you think that Soros's billions are going to finance these underground bases?
Thanks for answering as much as you can in this venue of Ask Catherine.

CAF Notes & Links:
Payment - gold, real assets, including slaves, entertainment - anything useful elsewhere

CBDC and Vaccine passports gives complete control - easy to steal all your stuff, including your children, reduce your resource use

Health

Question:
Hi Catherine!
I'm a huge fan. I volunteer for Dr. Garrett Smith who has saved my health after suffering from chronic Lyme disease (a bioweapon) which I was infected with after serving in the US Army and deployed to Iraq in a psychological operations unit. I then started a production company in the toxic advertising industry in NYC. By the grace of God, Jesus broke me out of all of that brainwashing and woke me up to how the world truly works. I am a new subscriber to you and was listening to your podcast on Who's Mr. Global. I heard you mention liver toxicity and I got super excited because NOBODY is talking about this topic outside of Dr. Smith and the research is quite alarming with why the vaccines are so detrimental to the liver. I'd love to connect you with Dr. Smith if you are open to speaking with him. Attached is a document outlining his theory on liver injury, cholestasis and toxic bile (the most toxic fluid in our entire body). Maybe you two can collaborate on a podcast together? He has nearly 1,000 patients in a private membership network and I'm sure many of them would be very interested in hearing your story and subscribing to your website as well. All very like minded community. Thank you for all you do and keep up all the great work!

https://nutritiondetective.com
https://www.youtube.com/c/NutritionDetective


CAF Notes & Links:

Will take a look

Local Gatherings

Question:
Dear Catherine,

My name is A S and i live i a small village near to Rotterdam, called Rhoon.
I have been following your lectures and interviews since the beginning of the crises. Thank you for all the information and the strength and will to go on against the stream.

Together with some people from our town, a couple of weeks ago, we started a local community called http://www.wakkeralbrandswaard.nl

We try to bring people together to build a life in the opposite direction the government is trying to take us.

My question: is it possible to ask you doing a lecture / meeting for a day or afternoon?

I would like to hear something from you.

To get to know us a bit better:

Together with my husband Bart, i/we have a dance school: http://www.love2do.nl
I am a philosopher and ortho epigenetic therapist: http://www.arnesmit.nl
Bart is also system therapist: http://www.coachkwadrant.nl

Kind Regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Working on a plan to connect Netherlands leaders

Recommended Links

Comment:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2NfK7xSCU4
hi was listening to you and Joseph Farrell on the latest pod cast and you were on about weather. this is someone i have been following for years and can show how they are messing with the weather

he also talked about weather derivatives many years ago, betting on the weather

it seems like the movie china town, where they get rid of all the water, the farmers go belly up, bill gates buys the land cheep and then they turn the water back on

same thing but with the weather manipulation

**CAF Notes & Links:**

YUP. It is all in the Movies1

---

**Comment:**
This is not a public question - but has to do with morphogenetic fields.

Have you seen Andre Rieu DVDs (He’s from Maastrict) - they are a staple in our house - Particularly Andre Rieu Live in Mexico OR Live at the Royal Albert Hall (London).

samples:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eunxhcfnHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PezrK3Stm-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5L1UAGow3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKZBfuR5c0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isvt802U8BY

You cannot be in a bad mood after these concerts. The orchestra has as good of a time as the audience.

But want to keep this safe at least :)

A

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Lots of happy tunes`!
Comment:

Subject: Now we know: Coronavirus killed JFK!
..somebody stop me before I get more sarcastic!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyV6d97Mrp0

CAF Notes & Links

Looking forward to seeing Stone’s new movies:

Comment:

This is amazing. Everyone should watch this:


CAF Notes & Links:

YUP. MUST READ!!!!!!!!

Comment:

MIT grad who was vaxxed, changes his tune -- now published 250 page book against C0vid vax, 150,000 dead in USA

offers $1Million dollars for anyone dis-proving his "death by vax" numbers

https://banned.video/watch?id=619bcd80a59e0c5e232659c1

CAF Notes & Links:

Steve Kirsch is providing a great service
Comment:

CAF Notes & Links:
Have not been able to verify but fits with experience

Comment:
this is what we are being told in the US -- I hope you are well and safe.


CAF Notes & Links:

Yes, of course.

Comment:
hi Catherine thought this might make you laugh

CAF Notes & Links:
Well you can not say they don't explain where they intend to go.

**Comment:**
Catherine - I would like to post the following the subscriber area:

I recently got an email from Children's Health Defense promoting a drawing for an afternoon with RFK Jr., as he teaches you the art of falconry. If anybody is interested in supporting his non-profit with the possibility of winning this activity, go to [https://www.prizeo.com/campaigns/l/RFK-Jr/learn-the-art-of-falconry](https://www.prizeo.com/campaigns/l/RFK-Jr/learn-the-art-of-falconry).

Is it OK to post content like this?

Thanks,

TL

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Just fine!

---

**Comment:**

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Thanks!

---

**Comment:**
CAF Notes & Links:

Power outages another way to engineer deflation.

Comment:
...will you fight?
https://rumble.com/vpfm4g-this-pivotal-moment-vaccine-passports.-17-minutes.html
Many ways to fight, but we must all do our part. The time is Now

CAF Notes & Links:

Yup

Comment:

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks

Comment:

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks
Comment:

CAF Notes & Links:
Thanks

Comment:
https://www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2021/11/24/dr-dolores-cahill-on-covid-vaccine-for-pregnant-women

CAF Notes & Links:
Still birth reports are frightening

Comment:
https://www.axios.com/democrats-omarova-occ-5755a0e4-c6a5-4ca7-b6c7-87d18d5491f9.html

CAF Notes & Links:
New Video from Titus. PLEASE CIRCULAT

Comment:
many have suspected something just like this was happening
https://voxday.net/2021/11/24/the-number-of-the-vial/
Comment:
Consortium of Japanese firms to test digital currency in coming months, launch in FY2022

India proposes one true cryptocurrency policy and a sweeping crypto ban

The Bank of England said 20% of commercial banking deposits could shift to ‘Britcoin’ – and dismissed stablecoins as an alternative

Comment:

CAF Notes & Links:

Yup. CBDC underway

Comment:
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